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The Year of Reflection: How did we get here?

When Orpheus left the underworld with his newly rescued wife Eurydice behind him, he was told to keep his eyes 
steady on the path and not look back or he would lose her forever. Riddled with doubt, he turned, and that lack of trust 
plummeted him into tragedy. This story — which is the subject of the first opera (that is still produced today) and many 
others since — teaches us that looking back can lead to loss, and that doubt, fear and lack of trust can, indeed, sabotage 
the future. However, there is another kind of looking back: reflective curiosity, which can lead to achieving deeper cultural 
understanding, self-knowledge and insights that are vital to making good decisions as we move forward. 

San Francisco Opera Guild is excited, in our 80th year of award-winning arts education, to leap into a new era of 
expansive growth in quality programming. At the same time, we look back to those early days of 1939 when we 
first brought students to the opera, and recognize that what was true then is true today — cultural appreciation and 
education is made up of many diverse voices sharing stories that resonate deeply within the community. It is with that 
spirit of collaborative experience that we broaden our reach and our programming and focus on the impactful evolution 
of musical storytelling.

In this Year of Reflection, we will examine how we got where we are now by focusing our work and programs on the 
following key areas: 

• Historical storytelling: Revealing our personal and collective histories and cultures.
• Reflection: Exploring how to study the past and gather new tools to move forward with a growth mindset. 
• Revisions: Refining our work in progress with a critical eye and asking, “Does our impact match our intent?” 

In Bel Canto to Broadway, students will experience musical storytelling from Handel to Hamilton, building a clear 
comprehensive bridge between the past and the present. Opera Scouts are heading off to Austria to get a first-hand 
taste of Mozart’s homeland, and our new, youth ensemble, Madrigals, will come together in song and storytelling to 
represent old and new worlds. 

In addition, Opera à la Carte will present a rousing new adaptation of The Pirates of Penzance and Sing a Story will 
add Hansel & Gretel for Two to its line-up of classic operas. We are delighted to move into another season of Book to 
Bravo!, Voices for Social Justice, Summer Conservatory and
Student Dress Rehearsals! 

Please join us as we uncover the glory of all that is opera, look 
back to revel in its cultural relevance, encourage the many 
diverse voices around us and grow as a community.

Caroline Altman, Creative Director
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SING! Artists awaken students’ creativity through a participatory introduction to opera. While 
exploring beloved classics and building confidence through self-expression, students 
engage with a panorama of colorful characters and inspiring stories from around the world.

Sing a Story
Unleash the imaginations of your youngest students in this award-winning program that brings a 
professional artist into your classroom! After the musical telling of a classic opera, the artist magically 
unveils props and costumes, and the entire class acts out the story and sings excerpts.

Space and time
Sing a Story takes place in individual classrooms and lasts approximately 50 minutes. We can visit 
up to four classrooms a day from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Class size is limited to 28 students. No advance 
student preparation is required.

Schedule
January 27, 2020-May 1, 2020

Casting
Kindergarten Hansel & Gretel

In this classic German tale, two children become lost in the woods. After succumbing to temptation, 
they heroically free the cursed gingerbread children with the help of the mystical Dew Fairy!  

Grade 1 The Magic Flute

Pamina and Tamino, caught between very different worlds, bravely endure three trials on their quest 
for truth, light and greater understanding.

Grade 2 La Cenerentola

In one of the many Cinderella stories from around the world, this Italian Cinderella finds her way to 
love, family and a new life without the help of a fairy godmother.

Grade 3 Das Rheingold

Norse mythology combines with German culture in this story about a mystical ring that gives its owner 
all the money in the world and all the power in the world, and makes him invisible. 

Grades K-3 La Flauta Màgica

Join us for this Spanish-language immersion version of the program, focusing on the story of The 
Magic Flute. Designed for dual immersion classrooms, this bilingual opera is available to grades K–3.  

Investment
$150 per classroom. Financial aid is available for qualifying schools.

In this interactive assembly version of Sing a Story, two artists lead 10 student volunteers 
in enacting either The Magic Flute, or Hansel & Gretel, complete with costumes and 
props. The entire audience learns about the elements of opera and participates in the 
chorus. The assembly is 50 minutes long and is suitable for ages 4–10 in groups of up 
to 120.

Investment
$450 per school. Financial aid is available for qualifying schools.

Point of Reflection

Sing a Story presents classic operas from a different time.  While the settings may 
change, the human desires, fears and characteristics remain constant — from the trials 
of Tamino to the bravery of Gretel, to the integrity of Cinderella, to the consequences 
of the Ring, we can see our modern-day selves in these age-old stories.

To apply for Sing a Story, go to 
www.sfoperaguild.com/programs



Opera à la Carte: The Pirates of 

Penzance by Gilbert & Sullivan
In this signature program that serves more than 100 schools each year, students perform 
alongside professional artists in a 45-minute adaptation of Gilbert & Sullivan’s comic 
operetta. Masterfully designed for young audiences, the English-language production 
features three professional singers, one pianist, 10 students in speaking and acting roles and 
an optional student chorus of any size. Students memorize lines in advance, are coached by 
artists in a dress rehearsal and then — with props, scenery and costumes — perform for their 
school. When all grades learn the chorus, Opera à la Carte becomes a community project — 
a chance for the entire school to sing together.

Space and time
Performance takes place in an auditorium or multipurpose room. Student actors and chorus 
must be available for a 75-minute dress rehearsal prior to the performance. A piano in good 
working condition is required.

This program requires a designated teacher or parent volunteer responsible for casting and 
rehearsing student actors and confirming all details. Participating teachers can expect to 
work with students 1–3 hours per week leading up to the performance. Student actors must 
be chosen and lines must be memorized two weeks prior to the performance.

Point of Reflection

The operettas of Gilbert & Sullivan often satirize the political and cultural elements 
of English society, using humor to make an important statement. How many of these 
issues are still relevant today?

Schedule
September 30, 2019–December 6, 2019. Preliminary preparation and teacher training begins in early 
September.

Casting
Student actors can be in grades 4–8. Final performance is attended by the entire school.

Investment
$425. Financial aid is available for qualifying schools.

This program is made possible, in part, by generous contributions from the following Chapters of San Francisco Opera 

Guild: East Bay, Marin, Peninsula, Sonoma and the San Jose Opera Guild.

To apply for Opera à la Carte, go to
www.sfoperaguild.com/programs
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New this year: Bel Canto to Broadway!
A year-long residency and singing experience tracing musical storytelling from 
opera to modern-day musical theater! 

Over the course of the school year, a teaching artist visits a classroom once 
a week to teach the stories, culture history and music of how musical theater 
evolved from opera. In each of 24 different modules, students will learn cultural 
history, hear musical samples and learn an aria or song written by a composer 
that represents that time period. Accompanying rehearsal tracks allow students 
to easily learn the songs. By the end of the year, the students will have sung 
through 24 pieces that take them up to the modern-day Broadway musical.  Each 
classroom will be assigned one of these songs to perform at a final concert at the 
Herbst Theatre in San Francisco in May, 2020. In this concert, students will take us 
from Monteverdi to Lin-Manuel Miranda in song with historical notes and cultural 
facts noted throughout the performance.

Space and time
Weekly 50-minute sessions take place in the classroom and are comprised 
of 25 teaching artist visits from September, 2019 to May, 2020 (24 modules 
and one final rehearsal). Interactive materials including stories, handouts and 
accompaniment audio tracks will be accessible to the class should teachers wish 
to extend the lesson. The final performance will take place in early May, 2020 
(date to be confirmed) at the Herbst Theatre in San Francisco.

Casting
Grades 4-12

Investment
$2,000. Financial aid is available for qualifying schools.

Point of Reflection

Young people are excited and moved by modern musicals, but often 
don’t realize where they came from. This in-depth exploration of 
storytelling through song can demystify the classic art form and offer 
continuity to their understanding of both opera and musical theater.

Find your 20-20 hindsight as we connect modern Broadway to where it all 
began on the early operatic stages. This exciting overview of storytelling 
through song will inspire!

REFLECT!
To apply for Bel Canto to Broadway!, go 

to www.sfoperaguild.com/programs
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CREATE!

Voices for Social Justice
Students create a musical story based on the challenges they face every day in their neighborhoods, 
communities and greater society. Focusing on positive conflict resolution, they envision non-violent ways to 
deal with concerns and obstacles. In addition, they put their energy toward an artistic creation that shows the 
power music and theater have to reflect upon and generate change in a dynamic world. Their original works, 
meaningful and authentic, allow students to form compassionate opinions and express their true voices in 
important ways.

Space and time, casting, schedule and investment are the same for either Book to Bravo! or Voices for Social Justice. 

Space and time
Programs consist of 10 weekly class sessions of 90 minutes, a performance for the school and a 45-minute 
follow-up session. Students work on additional assignments between artist visits. Participating teachers can 
expect to devote 3–4 hours per week (including artist visit) to the program. Access to performance space and 
piano in good working order is necessary.

Casting
Grades 4-8

Schedule
Available in either Fall or Winter/Spring semesters.

These inspiring 12-week residencies, available in both English and Spanish, bring out the creative artist in all 
students, allowing them to engage with their curricula, communities and one another in meaningful ways. A team 
of two teaching artists partners with the classroom teacher to cultivate students’ understanding of literature, 
history, culture or social issues. Artists guide students in expressing their interpretations through original songs 
and scenes, which they then rehearse and present in a culminating performance. Along the way, they build self-
confidence and gain skills in writing, composing, singing, acting, production and teamwork.

Point of Reflection

Adaptation of literature or social issues into a musical piece allows 
students to deeply engage with different cultures, ideologies and 
character traits. In creating and revising their own pieces, students have 
the opportunity to ensure they are representing themselves and their 
ideas truthfully and gain a sense of the impact of their own words.

This program is supported in part by the California Arts Council, a state 
agency.

Investment
$1,200 for each participating classroom. Financial aid 
is available for qualifying schools.

Book to Bravo! 
Focusing on a story from their academic curriculum, students use interpretative skills 
and their own imaginative voices to bring literature to life through music and theater. 
Based in students’ Language Arts or Social Studies curricula, this program integrates 
easily into the classroom and builds critical thinking and collaborative skills while 
encouraging students to step into someone else’s shoes.

To apply for Voices for Social Justice or Book to 
Bravo!, go to www.sfoperaguild.com/programs
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In these intensive, hands-on programs, students develop skills as singers and actors 
as they rehearse and perform a classic and contemporary operatic repertoire 
suitable for young voices. Students gain a deep understanding of all the elements of 
opera, build their confidence as performers and experience the sense of excitement 
and accomplishment of presenting an operatic work.

PERFORM
WITH US 
Summer Conservatory 
This opera arts immersion program engages students in hands-on exploration of music and drama. 
The three-week session includes instruction by industry professionals in acting, singing, improvisation, 
music theory and history, languages, movement, scene study, professionalism and much more. The 
program culminates in the performance of a fully staged classic or contemporary opera. Taking place 
in the exciting environment of San Francisco’s downtown arts district, Summer Conservatory includes a 
backstage tour of the Opera House and the opportunity to attend a final dress rehearsal of one of San 
Francisco Opera’s summer productions.

Space and time
Weekdays, 9 a.m.–3 p.m.

Casting
Ages 10-18

Schedule
July 6-24, 2020

Investment
$975. Financial aid is available for qualifying 
students.

To apply for the Summer Conservatory, go to
www.sfoperaguild.com/programs



Opera Scouts and Madrigals
Find your voice! Focused on ensemble-based support for individual 
achievement in arts-related projects, Opera Scouts is a performing 
and cultural arts organization for youth ages 12–18. The program 
provides a social, developmental, career and artistic home base for 
arts-minded youth. With a service element centering on leadership in 
conflict management, the disciplined practice of the group is dedicated to 
honing skills and knowledge of opera, musical theater and their component arts (drama, music, dance, 
design, language, composition and culture). A project-based structure allows Opera Scouts to achieve 
proficiency in their chosen areas of artistic learning and earn merit badges for each successful project.

New this year: Madrigals!

By popular demand, the Opera Scouts now has a junior version for ages 7-11.  Madrigals will meet 
each week focusing on folk songs, composition, storytelling and performance skills. With performance 
opportunities, guest artists and ensemble-based projects, Madrigals is a great introduction to the 
world of opera and a path to being an Opera Scout.

This Year: The Austria Adventure!

Spring 2020 brings a special travel and performance adventure in a 10-day trip to Vienna and Salzburg.  
Scouts will visit the home of Mozart and Wagner, perform concerts and exchanges with young artists 
and attend music and cultural events and landmarks. An unforgettable experience!

Space and time
Weekly meetings run September through June on Wednesdays afternoons, plus additional outings and 
events. Meetings are held at the San Francisco Opera. 

The Austria Adventure! runs March 28-April 7, 2020 and is open to all active Opera Scouts.

Casting
Madrigals: Ages 7-11

Opera Scouts: Ages 12-18

Schedule
Year-round

Activities include:
• Weekly meetings
• Guest speakers and master classes
• Merit badge projects
• Opera and theater trips
• Audition opportunities
• Performance opportunities
• Leadership development
• Conflict resolution

Point of Reflection
Ensemble and solo performance, 
along with the honing of musical 
and dramatic skills, open the door 
to self-knowledge, collaboration 
and new confidence. These training 
opportunities deepen the growth 
experience for young artists and 
provide life-long skills that will aid 
them in all their future pursuits.

Investment
Madrigals: $150 per semester. 

Opera Scouts: $300 annual fee, plus costs for extra events.

Scholarships are available for qualifying students.
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VISIT US Students can enjoy an incomparable opportunity to experience the beauty and 
majesty of professional San Francisco Opera main-stage productions performed 
in the War Memorial Opera House. Share our legacy of inspiring students with 
the opulence and splendor of grand opera in live performance.

Fall, 2019
Romeo and Juliet (Gounod): Tuesday, 9/3/2019 at 6 p.m.
Billy Budd (Britten): Wednesday, 9/4/2019 at 6 p.m.
The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): Tuesday, 10/8/19 at 6 p.m.
High School Day: Manon Lescaut (Puccini): Tuesday, 11/5/19 at 1 p.m.
Hansel & Gretel (Humperdinck): Tuesday, 11/12/19 at 2 p.m.

Summer, 2020
Ernani (Verdi): Thursday, 6/4/20 at 2:30 p.m.
Partenope (Handel): Tuesday, 6/9/20 at 6 p.m.
(R)evolution of Steve Jobs (Bates): Sunday, 6/14/20 at 2 p.m.

Casting
Grades 4 through college. 
Groups of 10-100. 

Investment
81-100 seats: $800
61-80 seats: $625
51-60 seats: $500
41-50 seats: $425

31-40 seats: $325
21-30 seats: $250
11-20 seats: $150
1-10 seats: $80

Financial aid is available for qualifying 
schools.

OPERASPIEL
Learn it live! A teaching artist 
visits your classroom prior to a 
Student Dress Rehearsal to give 
an interactive presentation that 
builds understanding and heightens students’ 
appreciation of the performance. 

Student Dress Rehearsals
San Francisco Opera Guild has sponsored student rehearsals and matinees every season since 1939. Students attend 
final dress rehearsals for a selection of main-stage productions and an exciting opportunity to watch major artists at work. 
Sung in the original languages with projected English translations and performed with full production values, these dress 
rehearsals provide high-level theatrical experiences and offer behind-the-scenes glimpses of the rehearsal process.

Space and time
Advance preparation for students is required. Teachers should expect preparation to take at least 2 hours of class time 
(including OPERASPIEL).

All student dress rehearsals take place at the War Memorial Opera House, 301 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco. Operas 
may include:

To apply for Student Dress Rehearsals or Operaspiel, 
go to www.sfoperaguild.com/programs
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Opera House Tours
Witness the magic that happens behind the 
scenes! In this 75-minute tour, students will visit 
the prompter’s box, dressing rooms, wardrobe, 
wig and makeup departments … and more. 
Guides also give insight into the architecture, 
history and impact of this iconic theater.

Investment
$2 per student ($1 for students in another Opera 
Guild program)

$5 per chaperone (1:10 ratio of chaperones per 
students)

$10 for each additional chaperone

Scheduling information
Contact tour coordinator Lynn Watson at 
sf.opera.tours@gmail.com.

Point of Reflection

Opera presents universal 
human desires, conflicts and 
relationships in settings that 
are often quite different from 
modern society, whether 
based in history or fiction. The 
intense emotional content of 
songs, words, expression and action makes 
characters relatable, despite the unfamiliar 
terrain, allowing us to imagine ourselves in 
their shoes.

To apply for Opera House Tours, go to 
www.sfoperaguild.com/programs



Confidence

Collaboration
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Creativity 
CONFIDENCE. CREATIVITY. COLLABORATION.
Our programs provide life lessons that go beyond musical training. By 
exploring creative expression, our children learn that:

• Greater compassion helps build a global community.
• Stories and their interpretations are an integral part of the human

experience.
• Singing, acting and dancing are ways to make lifelong friends.
• Commitment makes you feel great about yourself.
• Active is better than passive.
• People think in different ways.
• Actions have consequences.
• Practice makes better.
• One can find beauty in the tiniest moment.

They also learn to:
• Form an opinion and express a viewpoint in creative ways.
• Be an individual within an ensemble.
• Listen.
• Be heard.
• Say what they think.
• Think what they say.

For more information on our programs, find us online at www.sfoperaguild.com/programs. 

To see additional offerings from San Francisco Opera, visit www.sfopera.com/discover-opera.
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San Francisco Opera Guild believes 
the life lessons drawn from creative 

expression are the foundation of 
confidence and integrity. Since 1939, 

we have funded and developed award-
winning education and engagement 
programs that extend the impact of 
opera, bringing it center stage in the 
life of the community. San Francisco 

Opera Guild’s education fund ensures 
the continuation of education and 

engagement programs that help students 
find their voice. Every year, more than 
50,000 students in nearly 200 schools 

throughout Northern California get the 
benefits of arts education, as only opera 

can deliver.

War Memorial Opera House
301 Van Ness Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel 415-565-3280
Fax 415-565-3254

guildeducation@sfopera.com 
www.sfoperaguild.com

Facebook: San Francisco Opera Guild

Instagram: sfoperaguild

Twitter: @SFOperaGuild

youtube.com/user/sfoperaguild

Tax ID: 94-1189846


